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The Bosch range of comfort electronics in the independent aftermarket cater for a wide range of products, both of original equipment origin and more generalised universal product.

The Products with OE Heritage:
- Electric motors (including wiper motors)
- Relays
- Switches
- Engine cooling fans
- Heater control valves

The Aftermarket Range:
- Wiring cable
- Wiring cable fittings
- Cable connectors and assemblies
- Switches
- Fuses

Features:
- Every part conforms to OE specification
- Always OE quality
- Applications are never functionally compromised to artificially increase coverage
- Maximum operational reliability
- Huge range and wide coverage
- Some motors available without additional linkages as sold in OES channel, providing a more attractive replacement solution

Comfort Electrics
Summary:
- Motors: wipers, window lift, sunroof, seat actuation, heater servo
- Engine cooling: radiator fan assemblies, water pump, heater control valve
- Wiring, connector housings, connector pins, assembly tools
- Horns and fanfares, switches and relays